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Safety is a hot topic issue in
the United States and has been
for several years, especially
safety on campus.
Charles Gift, the Director of
Public Safety and the Chief of
Police at Sinclair, reassures students that not only is Sinclair a
safe college, but that officers are
well trained and well prepared

for any incident.
“I think we are the safest place
in Southwest Ohio. Not just
campus wise, but if you compare
our crime statistics to any of the
cities in this area, they are very
very low,” Gift said.
Sinclair officers have high
training and are also police officers who are sworn in. In 2016,
they hired four police officers.
For every 832 students, there is
one police officer.

“The Sinclair police officers
are highly trained. First of all,
there are sworn police officers,
so they get the same initial training as say, the Dayton Police
Department as far as basic police
training. And then, as Sinclair
officers, we train specifically for
active shooter type scenarios or
any emergency that would cause
a problem for students, faculty or
staff,” Gift said.
Some of the training involved

RTA gets back on track
Laina Yost

Managing Editor

Last Monday saw the Amalgamated Transit Union Local
1385, also known as the ATU,
the largest union organization
within the RTA, go on strike.
For many Dayton students, their
way of transportation was now
gone.

The ATU decided to go on
four days before reaching
strike after they failed to reach
an agreement with the RTA.
a new contract with the RTA.
They are expected to sign
The negotiations were strugthis agreement on Tuesday.
gling with health care. The ATU On Friday, January 13 the
alleged that the RTA “unilaterRTA was back up and runally changed employees’ health
ning. At this point, neither
insurance to a high-deductible
side will be releasing the
plan,” as well as low wages and
details of their agreement.
lack of adequate break time.
As a result from the
The ATU was on strike for
Transport continued on page 3

for Sinclair officers is with the
Dayton Police Department and
the FBI.
“We also participate annually
in an active shooter training with
the Dayton Police Department,
SWAT team, hostage team and
the Dayton Fire Department and
the rescue task force. All of the
supervisors have also attended a
24 hour FBI supervisory course
on how to deal with active shootSafety continued on page 2
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Address your professor
Matt Harlan
Reporter

What are you supposed to call
your professor? Should you go
with the professor’s first name?
Mr. or Mrs.? What about professor or Doctor? This complicated
question can have a variety of
answers and will forever be
questioned.
The relationship between
students and their teachers can
be quite messy in the academic
community. Obviously, there
is a professional standard that
needs to be met, but learning can
be a difficult task to maneuver.
Plenty of students and teachers
attempt to create environments
more conducive to learning in a
variety of different ways.
Some people thrive through
professionality and order. They
prefer a situation where people
maintain etiquette standards,
and behave in a respectful
manner. This helps them focus
and put their work or academic
careers outside of their personal
life. By separating the two, they

can focus on both more effectively.
On the other hand, many find
it easier to be casual about their
relationships. Letting their guard
down makes them more comfortable which allows them to
focus more easily.
“To me, it’s more about the
student’s comfort level,” says
Nick Reeder, professor of Electronics Engineering Technology,
“Depending
on the culture that they
come from,
they might
have trouble
calling me
Nick, and
I certainly
wouldn’t
want to insist
that they be
very casual
with me if it
made them
uncomfortable.”
This attitude can be quite
common amongst professors,
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they just want to create
the most suitable learning environment for
their students.
The best advice to
figuring out what you
should call your professor is to just ask them.
They will always tell
you. If they don’t give
you a specific answer,
they’ll at least point
you.
In an area of question, err on the side
of formal. No one is
going to be disrespected if you call
them something too
proper. If they really
want something more
casual, they’ll let you
know.
A lot of professors
go over this topic on
syllabus day, particularly if they have
Gardner Cotrell Leonard | Wikimedia
a heavy preference.
you in a direction and you can
Professors work with students on
choose what is more suitable for
a daily basis to teach them, that’s

‘Fair, firm and friendly’

Safety continued from front
ers,” Gift said.
According to Gift, the Sinclair police are ready for any
potential incident that may pose
a danger to students.
“The Sinclair police mission
is to provide a safe and secure
learning environment for students, faculty and staff through
professionalism, honesty, integrity and accountability. So, as
part of that, is our training and
all the officers have attended a
course given by the Ohio Peace
Officers Training Commission
which is called active shooter

Campus Life

Gift also said that
students would be
made aware of any
emergency dealing with an active
shooter and that they
would receive instructions as to what
they should do.
“The students
would be initially
notified through our
emergency broadcast
system. We have
1500 loud speakers
on campus which
are attached to our
fire alarm. However,
Sam McConnell/Sinclair Marketing | Sinclair Flickr
training
you don’t have to
for law enforcement and higher
activate the fire alarm. The diseducation,” he said.
patcher can go into the system
According to Gift, it is
and make emergency announceimportant for all students to be
ments and that’s what we would
aware of their surroundings and use initially to tell everybody of
to educate themselves about
a situation. We would tell them
where they can go if they are in
what to do,” he said.
danger or need help.
Gift advises all students to
“Campus safety is the respon- sign up for a program called
sibility of everybody on camNIXLE, where all emergency
pus, not just the police, so you
notifications will be texted to
need to know your surroundings the student’s phone.
and you need to pay attention to
He also advises students
what we put out and you need to to watch a video about active
familiarize yourself with the 40
shooters on campus called “See
blue lights around campus.”
Something, Say Something.” It’s

located on the Sinclair police
website. The video explains
exactly what students should do
if there’s an active shooter type
situation, or if there’s a person
with a knife.
“We use the saying “Get out,
call out, hide out and take out”
which is the same basic principles, but we added the call out
because we want people to call.
The way the Sinclair campus is
set up, especially one through
12, you could actually go all the
way to Building 13. A shooter
could start in Building 7 and go
through every building.”
Gift wants students to call
out if an active shooter is
moving. “It’s very important
to watch that video. It tells you
exactly what to do. And that
should make people feel safer
when they know what to do as
opposed to not knowing what
to do.”
On December 19, Governor
Kasich signed a bill into law
that would permit firearms to
be carried on college campuses
at the approval of the Board of
Trustees of the college.
Gift said that the Sinclair
Police would faithfully carry out
whatever decision was made for
Sinclair Community College.
“That’s a decision that the
Board is going to have to make
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why they chose their profession,
so don’t worry about it. You can
always work with them to find
something that works best for
both of you.
What’s most important to the
majority professors is that you
make the effort to actually get
to know them. They’ve made a
career out of helping students
and they appreciate seeing some
effort thrown back at them. Stop
by for their office hours, especially if you’re struggling with
something. You never know how
valuable an academic relationship can end up being.
and they are going to do that
after they get input from several
different sources and whatever
decision the board makes, the
Sinclair Police will carry it out,”
he said.
The Sinclair Police Department has also teamed up with
Student and Community Engagement, to plan “Coffee with
a Cop” events that let students
get to know officers both at
Sinclair and Dayton.
“We like to use community
based police here at Sinclair and
we like students to know the
officers and we like the officers
to know the students because
it’s more likely that somebody
will come and talk to an officer
about a crime or if they see
something suspicious if they
know that officer.”
Gift encourages all students
to report if they see something
suspicious, even if it turns out to
be nothing.
“We would rather have a
thousand calls where somebody
thinks they saw something
suspicious and it turns out to be
nothing than to miss that one
call that was something.”
For any students who have
any questions or concerns, they
can talk to a campus police
officer or stop by their office in
Building 7.
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Trump’s cabinet faces Senate

Laina Yost

Managing Editor

Senate confirmation hearings have been filling up the
week as each of President-elect
Trump’s Cabinet nominees
goes before the Senate to see
if they can get voted into the
Cabinet.
Trump made headlines for
picking some controversial
figures, but also a couple of
surprises as well. Over the
course of the week, voters have
been seeing some nominees
split from some of Trump’s
policies.
Rex Tillerson, the former
chief of Exxon Mobile, is
Trump’s pick to run the State
Department and he parted
ways with Trump on Russia.
Tillerson said he believed Russia “poses a danger.” Trump,
who just recently acknowledged Russia’s interference
with the election, has said
that he believes he and Putin
“would get along very well.”
Tillerson also said that he believes that “the risk of climate
change does exist and that the
consequences of it could be serious enough that action should
be taken.” However, he said
the ability to predict the effects
of greenhouse gases are “very
limited.”
Trump has been very skeptical on the topic of climate
change. Trump once said that

climate change is a “hoax” that
the Chinese made up, but he
later said that was a joke.
When Tillerson was asked
about Trump’s calls for a
national registry of Muslims,
Tillerson would only say that
he needed “to have a lot more
information around how such
an approach would even be
constructed.”
Republican Senator Marco
Rubio told the press that he
would not say if he was going
to vote for Tillerson but that
he was “prepared to do what’s
right.”
Republican Senator Jeff
Sessions, Trump’s cabinet
nominee for Attorney General,
faced the Senate last week. In
a surprising move, a fellow
Senator, Democrat Cory Booker, testified against Sessions
making him the first sitting
Senator to testify against a
fellow senator.
“His record indicates that we
cannot count on him to support state and national efforts
toward bringing justice to the
justice system,” Booker said.
Congressman John Lewis,
who visited Sinclair Community College in October, also testified against Sessions saying,
“Those who are committed
to equal justice in our society
wonder whether Sen. Sessions’
calls for law and order will
mean today what it meant in
Alabama when I was coming

up back then.” Lewis marched
with Martin Luther King Jr.
from Selma to Montgomery,
Alabama in 1965.
Sessions defended himself
saying, “I deeply understand
the history of civil rights and
the horrendous impact that
relentless and systematic
discrimination and the denial
of voting rights has had on our
African-American brothers
and sisters,” Sessions said. “I
have witnessed it. We must
continue to move forward and
never back. I understand the
demands for justice and fairness made by our LGBT community. I will ensure that the
statutes protecting their civil
rights and their safety are fully
enforced. I understand the
lifelong scars born by women
who are victims of assault and
abuse.”
When asked if grabbing
a woman by the genitals
without her consent
is sexual assault,
Sessions answered,
“Yes.”
Trump’s pick
for the leader of the
Department of Homeland Security, retired
Marine General
John Kelly split
from Trump on
several positions, including
Trump’s infamous wall.

Wheels keep on rolling
Transport continued from front

strike, the RTA will be offering
free rides through the month of
January. The program is called
“pay what you want” and it allows bus riders to pay whatever
they would like.
“Customers can choose to
ride free if they wish, but the
RTA encourages everyone to
support those who are in need
in our region,” the RTA said in a
statement.
For many students, riding
RTA is a way to save money and
time rather than driving or, for
some who depend upon a ride,
the RTA lets them take the bus
rather than depend upon a parent
or guardian to drop them off.
For some students, carpooling may be their best option. If
many students live in the same

area, it might be best to catch
a ride with people who
have to be on campus
at the same time.
Not only will
it save them
some time,
but it will
also save
gas money
with
multiple
carpoolers
chipping
in.
Many
students have
to drive to their
campus each
week. For those who
live 20 to 30 minutes
away, it can be a long drive.
According to UC San

Darius Pinkston | Wikimedia

“A physical barrier in and of
itself will not do the job. It has
to be a layered defense,” Kelly
said.
When asked by Senator John
McCain about torture and waterboarding, Kelly said that he
believed waterboarding should
continue be prohibited.
“I don’t think we should
ever come close to crossing a
line that is beyond what we as
Americans would expect to
follow in terms of interrogation techniques,” Kelly said.
Trump has been a proponent
of using torture as an interrogation technique and has
pledged to bring it back.
When asked whether it was
lawful to conduct surveillance
on mosques or to create a
national registry for Muslims,
Kelly agreed
that it would
violate the
consti-
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tution, which is also a clear
break from Trump.
What’s surprising about
the hearings is that they took
a distinct turn from Trump’s
policies as the candidates sat
before the Senate.
There has been several
other hearings such as one for
the CIA Director nominee,
Mike Pompeo, Secretary of
Transportation, Elaine Chao,
Secretary of Commerce,
Wilbur Ross and Secretary of
Housing, Ben Carson.
There will be more Senate
hearings in the coming weeks.
People will be keeping an eye
out to see if even more candidates depart from more of
Trump’s promised policies.

Michael Vadon, Office of the President Elect | Wikimedia

Diego, distracted driving is a
prevalent problem for college
students. Most of the time, it is
texting that distracts the students the most.
The RTA is back in
business with both
sides reaching
an agreement
through a
mediator.
For those
who depend
upon the
buses, this
is very
good news
for them.
Sinclair
had kept
students and
faculty up to date
on the strike through
their Sinclair email
portals. Although there was
no estimated time the strike was

to go on for, Sinclair suggested
alternatives like Uber to attend
classes.
For those that do not rely
on the RTA or Uber, the fare
from Sinclair’s RTA stop to any
RTA stop destination is at max
$2. This includes the transfer
card, which allows customers
to change buses within the
allotted time frame. Direct trips
are $1.75 without any discount.
Month passes are available.
For popular suburban locations like Kettering and Centerville, Uber estimates--without
surge pricing, in which case
increased demand elevates the
price of the ride--a one-way trip
cost of $13-$17.
For students that are required
to attend classes five days a
week, the strike could have been
devastating for both their educational futures and wallets.

Tartan Opinion
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My Voice Androgyny and perception LETTER FROM
Hannah Hamlin
Reporter

Androgyny is being accepted increasingly more,
at least among millennials,
but it seems to me that our
acceptance is conditional.
This especially came to
my attention when I was
at a concert last week and
I haven’t been able to stop
thinking about it since.
I go to a lot of concerts,
so I’m aware that it’s normal to hear criticism of the
opening act, but this was
different.
The second the female
artist came on stage my
ears were filled with slurs
and harsh criticisms from
the crowd, all having to do
with her exterior, not musical ability.
The opener for this
concert was a rapper, who
presented herself in masculine manner.
“Is that a boy or a girl?”,
“Is she on drugs?” and
“What the hell is that?”
were just a few of the
kinder, less profane things
I heard.
When the main act was
playing, I realized that
the lead singer acted no
different. He’s just a heterosexual male that breaks
a lot of gender rules, just
like the female rapper. He
sometimes wears lipstick
and dances in a feminine
manner, but people don’t
denigrate him for it, instead they praise him.
So why is the reaction
so different? I believe that
there is a double-standard.
I feel that a large portion
of my generation accepts
gender fluidity and nowadays, it tends to be shameful when people are not. So
this leads me to wonder if

First and foremost, welcome to the new semester.
Everyone at the Clarion
genuinely appreciates your
reading.
I’m Barton, the Executive Editor. The Clarion is
a weekly paper that hits
stands every Tuesday. We
are a production by the students, for the students.
I wanted to extend a hand
to any readers that want to
get involved on campus.
You do not have to work
for the Clarion to see some
of your work published by
us.
RAZ Zarate | Flickr
I love to publish stufor this, is because it makes dent poetry submissions.
people uncomfortable. We
If there’s something that
like to do the same things
struck a chord with you
and look the same way be- while reading an edition, I
cause then we feel like we
would love to publish your
can’t be wrong. So, when
thoughts as a letter to the
someone doesn’t care about editor.
conforming, us conformists
I spent a lot of time
feel the need to become
around news organizations
defensive, as if someone’s
as a child. For anyone that
difference is a threat to our may remember him, Carl
own self-esteem.
Day was my grandfather.
So, can we just stop
Seeing his passion for recaring so much? Sadly that porting and always focusseems to be too heavy and
ing on his family, faith and
simple of a request for our
friends was an inspiration
tediously complex egos.
that I would only grow to
When we feel the need
appreciate more later in my
to negatively comment on
life.
the appearance or impresHis integrity, honesty and
sion a person has, we need love for his community are
to stop and ask ourselves
aspects I hope to continue
why. Difference is good,
to embody.
not scary. It is what makes
There are many that work
every individual special
in the news or television in
and desirable.
general that are one person
We all seek to truly be
to the cameras and another
our authentic selves.
in reality.
So stop getting mad at
I can honestly say that
the people who actually do Carl was the very same
it, join them instead.
man that viewers saw on
camera as he was to all of

us in our small, very close
and loving family.
Although, I may not have
even a thousandth of his
achievements, that is the
one service I can provide
my community with: unbiased, genuine news without
any agenda.
I can not promise that
every edition will be a
comfortable experience for
readers. Thoughts you may
dislike or disagree with
may be published. The
Clarion is not a safe space
nor an echo chamber.
However, I can promise that we will never shy
away from the difficult
topics. What ends up in the
paper on a weekly basis is
a fragment of what I would
love to put in it.
Originally I did not write
for the paper. I worked
our social media. I began
a long process of learning
to write journalism when
I noticed that the issues I
felt were important were
simply being cast aside.
If you are someone that
feels that way about the
content in our paper, I
encourage you to join us.
Anyone that wants to have
a voice on campus can
surely express it in our
Clarion.
If you would like to
apply for any of our open
positions, or just see what
the whole operation is
like, feel free to stop by
Building 6 Room 314.
From the Clarion team,
we wish you all success in
the coming year.

vanity. The polls that state
87 percent of the population
doesn’t want either of them
(Me.) I’m an ex Vet--and I
don’t see anyone in politics
with the true proper motivation. This situation should
bear the concern of where
this “aspect” will lead to.
When the population has
less and less discipline,

character and integrity.
Greed has brought tremendous fraud and social
deviation.
The SCC students who
do the simple question and
answers (Your Voice) reveal
a possible non-concern of
the new generation. As a
vet, I can tell you reality
can become frightening.
September 11 was very real.
History shows U.S. pop-

Young people seriously need to know how to
distinguish truth from
untruth. All the consequences will come--whether you get involved or not.
If you’re going down the
rapids, participate in states.
The waterfall is coming.
Your generation is capable. Rise to the need!
Gerald S. Hulsey

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Laina Yost and Mr. Barton,
I’m a 64-year old returning (multi alumni) and I’ve
enjoyed reading your Clarion...somewhat.
The politics we are going
through are so immature
and problematic. They both
are tremendous egomaniacs
that want the position for

THE EDITOR

we tend to favor gay or
bisexual men and transwomen.
From my experience, gay men tend to
be loved and praised
among an accepting
crowd. There’s a different attitude in more
progressive settings
when a man participates
in feminine acts, like
wearing lipstick or jamming to Britney spears.
Transwomen are also
praised throughout
Hollywood. We see the
media gushing about
RuPaul’s Drag Race and
Caitlyn Jenner, using
terms like ‘queen’ and
attaching characteristics
such as, ‘fun and sassy’.
I have a hard time
finding examples of
praised, famous lesbians,
who like some of these gay
men, reject their gender
ideals. The popular, praised
lesbians we tend to see
throughout media are the
ones who we can easily
identify as female.
Why is this? Are beauty
expectations that pigheaded, that even when a female
has a surgical procedure to
identify as a man, we still
want them to fit our socially constructed idea of that.
It seems that it’s easier for people to accept a
male who has embraced
a non-masculine lifestyle
than it is for a female to
embrace a non-feminine
lifestyle.
This brings me back
to the female rapper that
received such a negative reaction for her appearance.
Just her choosing to look
and act the way she felt,
was seen as deviant and
offensive to the crowd.
I believe that the reason

ulation didn’t want to stop
the actions of WWI and
WWII--that eventual cost
was tremendous. Ever since,
as well.
There are so many factors that bring about these
problems. Our current
movies, TV and war games
are having severe effects on
our children [and emerging
adults]. Subliminal--but
very effective.

A
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In Life and Liberty
A welcome to all
Laina Yost

Managing Editor

It’s a new year and a new
semester at Sinclair! Last
year, this column took a
look at the presidential
election and current events
that were happening.
For the new semester,
I’m going to look at current
events of things that are
happening in our world and
some
of the

outlandish things people in
power do or say.
My favorite weapons
to use are sarcasm and
snarkiness with all things.
People in power can do
really dumb things at times
and I like to point that out
using a brand of humor
that can only be uniquely
identified as my own. I will
give you a warning, if I
say something that sounds
ridiculous, it’s
probably
sarcasm.
For
example,
Trump
and his
Twitter
account
may be a
main target
this semester. I
honestly cannot
help it, the
man brings it upon

himself. I
like politics
in general,
especially when they do
really stupid things, which
seems to be a lot. With the
2017 political landscape
still fairly unknown, it’s
bound to be an interesting
year and filled with opportunities for me to bring in
the sarcasm.
I also really like logic. I
tend to go for things that
sound logical and currently, America is everything
but logical. I skate a middle line on a lot of topics
because I can see the good
and the bad for both sides.
Sometimes they both need
a good dose of logic so that
they can maybe think with
clear heads.
I have heard several
people use one word to
describe 2016 - divisive.
I think a reason for this
is because of our lack of
ability to have conversation. Even with people who
think different things than
we do. So, I want to try and
draw us away from that
this semester with some
sarcasm and logic.
I hope, if anything, you

With
Kleen
Conscience
Completely keepable New Year’s resolution

Barton Kleen

Executive Editor

Welcome to 2017 and the
Spring Semester, everyone.
With the addition of some new
talented writers to our staff, I
have opted to write a few more

personal pieces this season.
Although you may
find me writing a
My Voice opinion,
this column will
deal with topics
that come up
during my time at
Sinclair.
This week’s topic is New Year’s.
While some
struggle to keep
their new year’s
resolutions, I’ve
been successful
several years in
a row. While it’s
going to be Year
of the Rooster, I’m
calling this “Year
of the Sidechicks.”
Reduce, remove or just pick
one of the side chicks already.
I’m all for taking things
slowly in relationships. I was
entirely a prude for a good
portion of my time in the dating

world. What I’ve noticed lately
is that these side relationships
and connections people have
on the backburner end up doing
more harm than good.
Judge me all you want, but although I’m not entirely old-fashioned, I have had a renewed
appreciation for the importance
of commitments. This doesn’t
mean someone has to go putting
a ring on their partner anytime
soon, or even escalate the casual
dating towards a more serious
courtship.
This way of thinking extends
beyond the romantic areas of
life.
It’s just that often, what
keeps you from holding that
New Year’s resolution--or any
resolution at all--is that feeling
of ‘if’ and the back burners of
your mind.
Feel out the emotions you can
responsibly feel out this year.
You cannot expect to move
forward and get to happiness if
you don’t let yourself actually

Tartan Opinion
will see the
need for us to
talk to each
other instead
of responding
with hate and
anger, even
when things
look bleak. It’s
also important to call out
people in powerful positions
when they do
things that
are not a good
representation of the
job they have
been chosen
to do. We will
probably see a
lot of that this
year.
Of course, like any journalist, I love feedback. Let
me know if you agree or
think I’m crazy on any particular topic I will cover.
Also, if you have any topic
suggestions or things that
you would like me to talk
about, let me know. I want
to write about what matters
to you, the reader.
This column is about the
life we live in and the libdeal with the emotions that
often pack themselves in the
crevices of your contingencies.
I find it quite dangerous, not
to mention laborious, to make it
a habit to deliberately obstruct
commitment. The type of man
or woman you become is a
result of your habits.
If you make it a habit never to
naturally explore your romantic
potentials, instead opting to
have numerous casual relationships, as a person you will
become uninvested by default.
When you work so hard
towards your diploma here
at Sinclair, do you think you
would rather obtain your degree
or at the last minute switch to
underwater basket weaving and
withdraw?
All I’m saying is that if you’re
somewhere in that zone where
you remain uninvested, to see
some positive changes you will
have to be a little braver. You
may not realize it, but when you
really shoot for that homeostasis, comfort feeling, you end up
feeling uncomfortable.
Every unresolved and unsatisfied part of your person will
remain unresolved and unsat-
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erty we have that is sometimes abused or threatened.
I hope we can all appreciate those liberties for what
they are and understand
that we have been given a
great privilege to live in a
place of freedom.
In the meanwhile, let’s
make this a great semester
and hone into the skill of
sarcasm. Welcome to 2017
and to “In Life and Liberty.”
isfied, in exchange for your
relative safety from change.
The cycle relies on the benefit
from the immediate reward of
casual relationships and endeavors providing the threshold
amount of perceived benefit to
continue the behavior.
By the time you come around
off the high that the freebird
lifestyle provides, you’re already prepared for another hit.
Love is often compared to a
drug for these types of reasons.
The withdrawal from the lack of
depth and connectedness causes
many to simply relapse into
those tendencies.
Many times, our innocent
behaviors can lead to undesired
consequences. Those innocent
texts to that person you’ve disguised in your phone as Pizza
Hut or Karen from finance have
a lot of deeper meaning than
many realize.
It says a lot about where you
are as a person. Is always having another person a habit you
feel comfortable developing?
If it is, just be sure that you
can afford the consequences.
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From text to film
Brittany Fletcher

Trailers Hub | YouTube

Movieclips Trailers | YouTube

Random House Kids | YouTube

Universal Pictures | YouTube

Designer

It’s a new year, and it’s all
about books. To be more accurate, 2017 is all about books
being turned into movies.
Even though Marvel and Star
Wars are the usual highlights for
movie-goers, this year there are
a handful of book-turned-movies
being released. Themes range
from a dog being a narrator to a
murder on a luxury train.
If you want to be ahead of
the curve, here are some of the
books you should check out before they hit the big screen along
with information about their
movie counterparts.
If you’re a fan of tear-jerkers
and laughter, ‘A Dog’s Purpose’
by W. Bruce Cameron is the
book for you. This story takes
you through a dog’s life as he
sees himself through the eyes
of his humans. The twist here is
that Bailey, the dog, gets reincarnated throughout the story. The
movie will release in theaters on
January 27 and stars Josh Gad,
Dennis Quaid and Britt Robertson.
Fans of romance and the Fifty
Shades trilogy should be getting
excited because ‘Fifty Shades
Darker’ is hitting theaters
February 10. Just in time for
Valentine’s Day, E. L. James’
second novel follows Ana and
Christian’s sensual relationship
while Ana learns more about
Grey’s dark, twisted past. ‘Fifty
Shades Darker’ features Dakota Johnson and Jamie Dornan
reprising their roles from ‘Fifty
Shades of Grey.’
August “Auggie” Pullam was
born with a facial difference
that meant he couldn’t attend a
traditional school, but when it’s
time for him to start fifth grade
he wants to go to a public school.
Classmates struggle to understand and get past his unique
difference. ‘Wonder’ by R. J.
Palacio begins from Auggie’s
perspective and switches to the

perspectives of various classmates and family members.
These stories converge to show
how a community learns about
empathy and acceptance. ‘Wonder’ will be in theatres on April
7 starring Owen Wilson, Julia
Roberts and Jacob Tremblay
from ‘Room.’
Since everyone loves a good
“based on a true story” movie,
the nonfiction world will be
turning out ‘The Lost City of
Z’ by David Grann. This novel
documents British explorer
Percy Fawcett’s 1925 journey
into the Amazon jungle where
he searched for a fabled civilization but never returned. Grann, a
journalist, takes that knowledge
along with his own experiences
in the jungle to create an action-packed thriller. The movie
version will feature stars Charlie
Hunnan and Robert Pattinson
alongside Tom Holland (also
known as the new Spider-Man.)
‘The Lost City of Z’ will be released April 21.
It looks like
2017 is going
to be full of
thrillers as ‘The
Circle’ makes
a suspenseful
premier on April
28. Dave Eggers’
novel is about
Mae, played by
Emma Watson,
who gets a new
job at The Circle, a powerful internet company that links users’
personal information and social
accounts with a universal operating system to create a single
online identity. Mae starts out
thinking that this is an opportunity of a lifetime, but what starts
as a story of ambition turns into
one of suspense. Questions are
raised about memory, history
and the limits of human knowledge. Watson stars alongside
Tom Hanks, John Boyega (‘The
Force Awakens’) and Karen
Gillan (‘Doctor Who’
and ‘Guard-

ians of the Galaxy.’)
While Marvel comics aren’t
on this list one other comic is.
‘The Adventures of Captain
Underpants’ by Dav Pilkey
follows two elementary school
kids, George and Harold, as
their unique superhero somehow comes to life. ‘Captain
Underpants’ features the comic
relief of Kevin Hart, Nick Kroll,
Kristen Schall and Ed Helms. It
will be in theaters June 2.
Fans of outer space and time
travel that haven’t read ‘Valerian & Laureline’ better get on
it because it will be in theaters
on July 21. This novel by JeanClaude Mezieres and Pierre
Christin follows two agents from
the 28th century as they try to
protect New York and mankind
from a rogue time-traveling
criminal. From the directors of
‘The Fifth Element’ and ‘Lucy,’
‘Valerian & Laureline’ stars
Cara Delevingne, Ethan Hawke
and Dane DeHaan (Harry

Osborn from ‘The Amazing
Spider-Man 2.’)
King of horror, Stephen King,
will have two novels coming to
theaters this year. The first is
‘The Dark Tower I: The Gunslinger.’ Roland Deschain is a
gunslinger roaming a landscape
that’s reminiscent of the Old
West as he looks for a dark tower he believes can save his dying
world. Starring Matthew McConaughey and

ube
lent | YouT
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Idris Elba, ‘The Gunslinger’ will
be in theaters July 28.
King’s other novel-turned-movie is ‘It’ which
will be making its second
appearance on the big screen.
This film follows seven adults as
they return to their hometown to
confront the evil without a name
they faced as teenagers. ‘It’ will
be in theaters September 8 starring two Netflix show veterans,
Bill Skarsgard from ‘Hemlock
Grove’ and Finn Wolfhard from
‘Stranger Things.’
The last novel coming to the
silver screen this year is from
mystery author Agatha Christie.
‘Murder on the Orient Express’
is a tale of intrigue. The Orient Express is stopped in its
tracks due to a snowstorm in
Yugoslavia. The next morning
a man is found dead in his train
compartment, stabbed a dozen
times, with his door still locked
from the inside. Luckily enough
Belgian detective Hercule Poirot
was able to get a last-minute
ticket for the train – and this
mysterious case. ‘Murder on the
Orient Express’ features Daisy
Ridley from ‘The Force Awakens,’ Johnny Depp, Penelope

Cruz and Josh Gad. The movie
will hit theaters November 22.
Whether you’re looking
for some mystery, excitement,
romance or tears, there are plenty of stories coming to theaters
this year. Be the first to catch up
on the drama or laughter by hitting up the local library to read
all the novels they were based
on.
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Games galore

Jacob Kusnerik
Intern

While the main entertainment
topic most people are talking
about this year seems to be the
new movies coming to theaters
such as “Justice League,” “Star
Wars: Episode VIII,” “Spider-

can boldly search out new discoveries in an uncharted region
of space.
Mass Effect: Andromeda
(March 21 for PS4, XBox
One and PC): Though a sequel to “ME3,” it technically
takes place separately during
“ME2.” In this game, you
play as one of two siblings
tasked with being Pathfinders, an operative tasked with
finding a new planet to live
on, meaning you can now
travel in open environment.
Injustice 2 (May 16 for
PS4 and XBox One): Taking
place after the first game,
your favorite DC heroes and
villains are back to punch,
kick and pound their way
through a world still recovering from Superman’s reign
of terror as ruler.
Ubisoft US | YouTube
The Legend of Zelda:
ready for some of these anticipatBreath of the Wild (TBA in
ed games:
2017 for Wii U and Nintendo
Resident Evil 7: Biohazard
(January 24 for Windows, PS4,
PSVR and XBox One): Taking
place four years after the last
Resident Evil game, you’ll play
as a new protagonist, Ethan
Winters, who is searching for his

Mass Effect | YouTube

is set for release in March.
Video games are always
changing and it’s always exciting

to see which new ones will come
out. To all you gamers out there,
happy playing.

PlayStation | YouTube

Resident Evil | YouTube

man: Homecoming,” etc., here
is another topic that is just as
popular - video games.
This year in 2017, video game
companies are churning out new
games by the dozens. Some are
sequels of old favorites; others
are completely new. Companies
like Nintendo are also planning
on phasing out some of their
game system lines and replacing
them with brand new ones.
If you’re planning on looking
for something for the holiday
season, a birthday or even just
for the heck of it, then keep your
eyes peeled and gaming fingers

wife amid the chaos and horror of
a world gone mad. With the last
film of the Resident Evil live-action franchise, “Resident Evil:
The Final Chapter,” coming out
January 27, it will quite possibly
be a best seller.
Star Trek: Bridge Crew (March
14 for PSVR and Vive): This
game, created exclusively for
VR, is a little late (originally,
it was for last year’s holiday
season), but it looks like it’s
worth the wait. Letting up to four
people take command of their
own Starfleet ship, just like the
characters from the series, you

Switch): The newest game in
the ever popular franchise has
Link waking from a hundred
year sleep to find the kingdom of
Hyrule destroyed by nature after
Ganon attacked. Link must now
stop his arch-foe once and for all
before it’s too late. Aside from
amazing graphics and a new
open-world environment, it is
also noticeable as one of the last
games to be made for the now
unpopular Wii U (said by Nintendo to be ending production soon)
and one of the first for the newly
anticipated Switch system which

Nintendo | YouTube
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What are you most excited for this semester?
Omar Hajmousa
Pharmacy

“I’m just waiting for
it be over so I can get
through my seven
year degree plan as
soon as possible.”

Zack Huddleson
Mechanical Engineering
“Starting my calculus one class.”

Tartan Opinion
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Ombuddy
Corner

The ombuddy welcomes you
to spring term! As the new
year begins, Sinclair’s civility
team wants to encourage
you to apply the 8 rules for
a civil life:
1. Slow down and
be present in your
life.
2. Listen to the
voice of empathy.
3. Keep a positive
attitude.
4. Respect others and
grant them plenty of validation.
5. Disagree graciously
and refrain from arguing.
6. Get to know the people around you.
7. Pay attention to the
small things.
8. Ask, don’t tell.

Adam Brown
Biology

Meghan Jensen
Chemistry

“Learning chemistry.”

“I think it’s my
psychology class,
The ombudsman is your
because I like
knowing how peo- student advocate!
ple tick.”
To learn more, visit www.
sinclair.edu/ombudsman.

Contributed by Amy Hartman

Gabby Wacker
Nursing

Mia Williams
Journalism

“Starting my nursing
class this semester
[and] getting the ball
rolling a little bit.”

“Taking in more
knowledge, and
being smarter than
I was last semester.”

Corrections
Edition 13
“New Policy Butts in on
Campus Smoking”

In our last edition, we had error in the new
smoking policy story. All quotes came from
Aneesa Cheek, Vice President of School and
Community Partnerships, not from Janet
Jones. This has also been corrected in our
online edition.

Tartan Opinion

Clarion Cartoons
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How to survive college

Brittany Fletcher
Designer

For most of you I am sending
out a glorious “welcome back.”
For others, it’s more of a “welcome to your first semester.”
Either way, welcome to the
frigid, cold winter months of
spring semester here at Sinclair.
This is the Clarion’s first
spring semester edition, and I
am here to start off the semester
with some knowledge. Since I
am here to assist you with all
the things you didn’t know you
needed to know, I will be teaching the ways of the force.
Hah, I’m kidding. I’m going
to let you in on how to survive
college.
There are about four variations on how your semester
could go. These four scenarios

involving slacking off, keeping
strong or some combination of
the two.
The most obvious strategy,
and the one your instructors
want you to stick with, is starting the semester out strong and
staying strong all 16 weeks.
Do people not hear how
ridiculous that sounds? That’s a
lot of Starbucks and not enough
sleep. No one is going to do
that; everyone slacks off at
some point. We’ll just go ahead
and skip this strategy.
Your second option is to start
off strong so you can slack off
near the end of the semester.
This involves putting in your
best effort at the beginning by
taking a ton of notes, highlighting everything and studying for
exams.
By the end of the semester,

you should have padded your
grade enough to not care anymore. No more note-taking and
highlighting, and you just kind
of glance over the study guides
for tests.
The third scenario is the
reverse of that. You could slack
off during the first part of the
semester but try to finish out
strong, like you suddenly started to care.
This one is a bit of a challenge because if you slack off
too much in the beginning your
grade will be too low to even
have a chance of being brought
back up.
If this works for you, please
write in and let me know your
ways.
The last scenario for how
your semester could go is potentially the most risqué – slacking
off the whole time. With this
strategy, you’re pretty much just
hoping you get lucky throughout the semester.
You don’t really study, but
you might look over some
notes. You do the homework
and assignments, but you don’t
actually believe in reading the
book. You do well on exams and
quizzes, but you pretty much
just guess on the questions you
don’t know. (You refuse to second-guess and change answers,
too.)
This strategy works for some

but not others. If you’re naturally “gifted” or “smart,” then it
probably works for you. If you
find yourself struggling with
grades, then I would suggest to
give this up and try a different
strategy.
There are also places to turn
to for help if you are struggling.
Get a tutor or create a study
group with classmates. Sometimes you just need someone
who understands you and your
brain to explain things in a
different way.
For example, I related a biology topic (protein inhibitors) to
a friend’s relationship in order
for her to understand it better.
We all work in different
ways, my friends.
You could even go
to your instructor for
more insight into a
class discussion.
Speaking of instructors, I definitely advise checking
out their reviews on
Rate My Professor.
You don’t want to
end up with an instructor that speaks
in sarcasm when
you are a sensitive
soul.
One more
thing. Get your
textbooks for
cheap. Just because
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they sell them at the bookstore
doesn’t mean you have to buy
them there.
We are all broke college students and can’t afford it. There
are other resources for getting
books. Talk to your friends to
see if you can borrow a book or
buy it on the low-low. Rent textbooks from sites like Amazon.
Also, the library has copies of
most textbooks to use.
It doesn’t matter where you
get them because you probably
won’t end up reading them.
Overall, college can be some
of the best (or worst) years of
your life if you can learn how to
survive
it.

Welcome to the weekly “How To” column with designer, Brittany Fletcher. Each week Brittany will be giving you advice on how to do things you probably
didn’t know you needed to know how to do. Brittany is not a professional at most of these things, so her advice is not meant to be taken 100% serious.
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Aramark Weekly Menu
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Guest

Closed for MLK
Day

Lee’s Famous Recipe
Chicken

Panda Express

Qdoba Mexican Grill

Gyro Palace

Simmer

Closed for MLK
Day

Turkey Chili
Chicken Double
Noodle Soup

Chicken Double
Noodle Soup
Pasta Fagioli Soup

Turkey Chili
Broccoli Cheddar Soup

Turkey Chili
Chicken Double
Noodle Soup

Sizzle

Closed for MLK
Day

Chicken Quesadilla

Steakhouse Angus
Burger

Buffalo Black Bean
Burger

Four Cheese Whole
Grain Pizza

Pizzazone

Closed for MLK
Day

Buffalo Chicken Calzone

Philly Cheesesteak
Mini Rolletto

Chicken Parmesan
Mini Rolletto

Chicken Quesadilla

Value

Campus
Calendar

Monday

Closed for MLK
Day

Grilled Cheese with Soup

Jr. Cheeseburger

1 Slice Pepperoni Pizza,
Chips, Medium Fountain

2 Skyline Coneys,
Medium Fountain

Breakfast Special: Sausage, Egg & Apple Butter Muffin
Baja Pressed Burrito

Across
1 Took a powder
5 Wake-up call alternative
10 Real estate ad
abbr. after 2 or 3, commonly
14 Golfer Aoki
15 Blender button
16 “Wonderfilled”
cookie
17 One of a daily
three at the table
19 __ colada: cock-

tail
20 Heart rate
21 Tempo
22 Tar Heel State
university
23 Hunting dog
25 Israeli currency
27 __ out a living
29 Fiber-__ cable
32 Temperate
35 Jinx
39 Tokyo, long ago
40 Drink cooler
41 Ten-spot

42 Ga. neighbor
43 Voting mo.
44 Ditching class,
say
45 Visa rival, for
short
46 Mournful toll
48 Former OTC
market regulator
50 Trendy, with
“the”
54 NFL team that
moved from St. Louis
in 2016

January 17, 2017

Sinclair Talks: Five
Dysfunctions of a Team
Building 8, Stage
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

Weird Weekly

Holidays

58 Perfume that
sounds forbidden
60 Foes of us
62 “The Bourne
Identity” star Matt
63 Universal donor’s
blood type, briefly
64 Reality show
hosted by rapper M.C.
66 “Golly!”
67 Suggest
68 Salinger title girl
69 Aardvark fare
70 Affectionate
nickname
71 __-Pei: wrinkly
dog
Down
1 Talks like Sylvester
2 Suffix with arab
3 San Andreas __
4 Like much breakfast bread
5 Jungle chest-beater
6 Sugar cube
7 Real estate calculations
8 Gunslinger’s
“Hands up!”
9 Brawl
10 Girl with a missing flock
11 Military marching
unit
12 Gambling town
northeast of Sacramento
13 Sound of pain
18 Smell bad
24 Halfway house
activity
26 Oddball
28 Spreads, as seeds

January 17, 2017
Ditch New Years
Resolutions Day

January 18, 2017
Thesaurus Day

January 19, 2017

National Popcorn Day

January 20, 2017

Deli This Week: Roast Beef & Cheddar Ciabatta
Thai Chicken Wrap

Crossword Puzzle
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National Cheese Lover
Day

January 21, 2017

National Hugging Day
Squirrel Appreciation
Day

30 Sitting around
doing nothing
January 23, 2017
31 Win over gently
National Handwritting
32 Luxurious fur
Day
33 Twitter’s bird, e.g.
Measure
Your
Feet Day
34 Utmost effort
36 Brit. honor
January 24, 2017
37 Brooks’ country
Compliment Day
music partner
38 In base eight
January 25, 2017
41 Fries sprinkling
Opposite Day
45 Costs for sponsors
January 27, 2017
47 Guffaws or giggles
Chocolate Cake Day
49 Iraq’s __ City
January 28, 2017
51 Code of conduct
Data Privacy Day
52 SeaWorld orca
National
Kazoo Day
53 Entice
55 Horse-and-buggy- January 29, 2017
driving sect
National Puzzle Day
56 Mother’s nickNational Cornchip Day
name
57 Lip-curling look
January 30, 2017
58 Frat party robe
Bubble Wrap
59 Very shortly, to
Appreciation Day
Shakespeare
January 31, 2017
61 Mid-21st century
Backward Day
date
65 Cornea’s place

Last Edition’s Solution
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Horoscopes

Poetry Pick

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

The Clarion is accepting student
poetry submissions. Email
clarion@sinclair.edu to submit
your work.

Authorize improvements. Domestic projects
produce satisfying results. Consider long-term
impact. Decisions made now last. Expect
delays with shipping and transmission. Stop
talking, and get into action.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

Choose your road over the next two
days. Stay or go? It’s not a good time to
ask questions. Write your discoveries
and share them later.

Do you know of an event or have
a story we should cover? Let us
know at clarion@sinclair.edu.

Sudoku Puzzle

The objective of the game
is to fill all the blank squares
in a game with the correct
numbers. There are three very
simple constraints to follow. In
a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9
in any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection
of the 9 by 9 square must
include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins
with some squares already
filled in, and the difficulty of
each game is due to how
many squares are filled in. The
more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out
which numbers go in the open
squares. As you fill in squares

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Tempers are short, and the pressure could
seem high. Professional challenges have your
focus today and tomorrow. Avoid controversy
or stepping on anyone’s toes.

Events and Stories

Don’t believe everything you hear. Misunderstandings spark easily, and talk is cheap.
Balance logic with feelings. Organize your
thoughts coherently. Do the homework today
and tomorrow.

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

correctly, options for the remaining squares are narrowed
and it becomes easier to fill
them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that occur
frequently in the initial puzzle.
For example, say you have a lot
of 5’s in the initial puzzle. Look
for the 3x3 box where there is
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows
and columns that can help you
eliminate where the 5 might go
in tht box. If there is a 5 in columns 1 and 2, then there can’t
be a 5 anywhere else in either
of those columns. You know
then that whatever leftmost 3x3
box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you
can eliminate all the possibilities
in that box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!
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Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

Follow the rules, and avoid provoking
jealousies. Handle bookkeeping tasks over
the next two days, but discuss finances with
your partner later. Manage the paperwork.

The next two days could get especially
profitable. Defer gratification, and save your
earnings. You’re good with money; don’t talk
about it, though. Quietly produce results.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

Work together over the next two days.
Forgive miscommunications; it’s not personal. Ignore rumors and gossip. Rely on your
partner, and support however you can.

Take time for yourself. Try a new look or
style. You’re especially attractive today
and tomorrow. Tackle a personal project.
Get into a peaceful groove.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

There’s plenty of work, and lots of distractions to keep you from it. Don’t drop out,
exercise. Avoid idle chatter or silly arguments. Quiet productivity satisfies.

Avoid crowds and public events. Peace
and quiet soothe over the next two
days. Organize and plan. Clean and
prepare. Keep things simple, or risk
complications.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

You can have fun without spending a fortune.
Make popcorn and play games. Share emotional
support. Postpone important communications.
Relax with someone sweet.

Connect with friends over the next two
days. Conflict could interrupt a group
gathering. Avoid a potentially unpleasant
discussion about money. Support the team.

Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black. Distributed by MCT Information Services
'the Clarion' location Building 6, Room 314
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Contributing Writer

Meet…
Lori Cutright is a professor of Astronomy at
Sinclair who loves the field
she teaches.
Why she is interesting…
Her passion for seeing
students succeed in the
learning environment is the
pinnacle of her happiness.
Cutright received her
Master’s degree in Physics
from the University of Indiana. Cutright has always
had an interest in doing
something pertaining to
science.
“I have a Master’s degree
in Physics from Indiana
University, but I switched
to Astrophysics to work
on a Ph.D., which I never

finished,” said Cutright.
Eventually, when Cutright needed a full-time
job, a full-time faculty
position would open and

Natalie Schulte | Photographer

capture her attention.
“I have been at Sinclair
since 1992, so this is my
25th year,” Cutright said.
Cutright has done much

Countdown to college: The
perks of a smaller school

Lee Bierer

The Charlotte Observer

Size matters. It can really
make a difference in a student’s
college experience.
Lots of students are wishywashy about a variety of factors
when they consider which
colleges might represent a good
fit for them. But consistently and
somewhat surprisingly, many
students believe they know
exactly what they want when
it comes to college size. Most

“big-school kids” be
enamored by the small
class sizes offered
at smaller colleges,
and I’ve seen “smallschool kids” feel
excitedly challenged
by making a name for
Onahappynote | Wikimedia themselves on a big
college campus.
There are a variety
of obvious benefits to
attending a smaller
college or university,
such as smaller class
sizes and typically a
closer sense of community.
Here are a few of
the less obvious reaAlex Brown | Flickr
sons a smaller school
students are clueless about pomight be a good fit:
tential majors, multidisciplinary
1. The professors actually do
opportunities, availability of inthe teaching. Most small colternships, etc., but they “know”
leges only grant undergraduate
they either don’t want a college
degrees. That means there aren’t
that is smaller than their high
grad students on campus, and
school, or they want the nurturmore important, grad students
ing that comes with attending a
(many of whom have no interest
smaller college.
in teaching) won’t be teaching
It’s fascinating to see many
any of your classes. Inexperiof these same students make
enced teaching assistants (TAs),
an abrupt 180-degree turn
many of whom are not native
after they’ve had the chance to
English speakers, can make it
visit a college that they assumed even more challenging to get
wouldn’t be of interest. I’ve seen acclimated to the academic life
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in the community by donating money to a variety
of charities and offering
her insight to those who
display a passion for astronomy.
“I donate to various
charities such as the World
Wildlife Fund, the Humane
Society and SICSA, among
others,” Cutright explained. “I am also interested in science literacy, so
I do many public outreach
activities with the local
amateur astronomy group.”
Family is something that
is very important to Cutright, despite the distance.
Although Cutright is
very well educated and
has a wealth of knowledge
in her field, she does not
consider herself to be in a
profession.
“I am not really a professional physicist because I
do not have a Ph.D. and I
do not do research,” Cutright said. “I also don’t

feel like an education
major because my primary
interest is in the subject,
not how it is taught.”
She shows a great deal of
humility in regards to her
career. Even though her career and family are of great
importance to her, Cutright
is able to take for herself
by focusing on the things
she likes to do.
“I like to garden, read
science fiction, mystery
and romance novels and
play with my three cats,”
Cutright said. “I like
watching Doctor Who, collecting rocks and minerals
and collecting Breyer horse
statues.”
Cutright seemed excited
to travel, seeing what the
world has to offer. Her
travels would also consist
of her visiting her son and
his wife. She hopes to one
day have grandchildren to
visit.

on a campus.
2. More focused and direct
feedback. You’ve heard the
expression “you’re just a number.” Think about the volume
of homework, quizzes and tests
that need to graded and evaluated in a Biology 101 class with
450 students. In larger schools,
when they’re not relegating
grading to computer scanning,
professors, TAs, and/or graders
have to rush through huge stacks
of papers and exams to grade,
so they don’t have much time to
offer feedback and suggestions
on individual pieces of work.
Students can count on more
thorough feedback at small
schools. Class sizes are smaller,
and professors will have more
time to read a student’s work
and offer detailed comments.
3. Research opportunities.
Students at small schools are
able to develop relationships
with professors more easily
since there is a smaller critical
mass of students. Most professors know their students’ names
and count on them to participate
in their research.
4. Development of stronger
writing skills. Since classes tend
to be more student-centered at
small schools, the homework
and projects are often more writing-based. Writing skills and
critical thinking skills are two
of the most important takeaway
skills you should develop during
college.

5. Greater commitment to
teaching. “Publish or Perish”
is an old phrase meaning that
professors, particularly those at
large research institutions, need
to get their research or academic
work published or face losing
their jobs. When it comes time
for tenure, a large part of the
evaluation procedure is focused
on their published work. Again,
generally speaking, at smaller
schools there is a more concentrated focus on professors
being there to teach undergraduate students. This means that
professors are typically more
“present,” more accessible and
put more effort into each classroom lecture. Of course, there
will be fabulous professors at
large schools and disconnected
professors at small schools.
6. Less red tape. It’s just
easier to get things done at a
small school; professors, staff
and administrators have more
flexibility, and there are fewer
regulations. Class registration
is usually a breeze, as is getting
into the classes you want. One
of the biggest frustrations at
large schools is that students are
closed out of prerequisite classes, and that forces them to either
take courses over the summer or
stay an extra semester.
Overall, at a smaller school,
there is just a great sense that
the individual student matters
more.

